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THE COHOMOLOGY OF BSOn AND BOn
WITH INTEGER COEFFICIENTS

EDGAR H. BROWN, JR.

ABSTRACT. The cohomology rings of BSOn and BOn, with integer coeffi-

cients, are given by generators and relations expressed in terms of characteristic

classes.

Recently I wished to know the cohomology, with integer coefficients, of BOn in

terms of characteristic classes. I was unable to find this in the literature but found

it could be calculated by standard techniques. The results of these calculations and

brief proofs are given below. For the sake of completeness and because very little

extra effort is required, I have included a variety of well-known results including

the existence of Stiefel-Whitney, Chern and Pontrjagin classes—starting from the

Thom isomorphism and basic facts about vector bundles, (for example, see [1 and

2]). The only new results in this paper are fairly simple, direct descriptions of

H'(BOn; Z) and H*(BSO„; Z) in terms of Pontrjagin and Stiefel-Whitney classes.

These results are implicitly contained in papers of Emery Thomas [3, 4, 5 and 6]

and similar results have been obtained by Mark Feshbach [7].

1. Statement of theorems. Let Gn = Un, On or SOn, let çn = ç(Gn) be the

universal n-plane bundle over BGn and let En and Sn be the total space of c;n

and the space of nonzero vectors of çn, respectively. Recall, one may identify En

and Sn with BGn and BGn—i so that the inclusion Sn C En corresponds to the

classifying map BGn—i —► BGn of c;„_i plus the trivial line bundle. We denote

by i and j the inclusion maps i: BGn—i —► BGn and j: BGn —* (BGn,BGn—i).

Let Vn G Hn(BGn,BGn—i;A) be the Thom class where ñ = n or 2n according as

Gr. = On, SOn or Gn = Un and A = Z or Z2 as Gn = SOn, Un or G„ = 0„.

Let Xn = j*Vn £ Hn(BGn; A).

We denote by p and 6 the maps in the long exact sequence,

(1.1) -► Hq(X; Z)^Hq(X; Z)-^Hq(X; Z2)-^Hq+1(X; Z) -+

which comes from the sequence 0 —► Z^Z —► Z2 —► 0.

THEOREM 1.2. There are unique classes wq = wq(On) £ Hq(BOn; Z2) such that

wq(On—i) = i*Wg(On), q < n, and wn(On) = X„(0„). Furthermore,

WqVn = Sq« Vn,     H*(BOn; Z2) = Z2[wi,w2, ...,wn]

and under the Whitney sum map

BOm X BOn -*■ BOm+n,    u>q^>22Wi® Wq—i        (w° = 1)-
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THEOREM 1.3.  Let Wg = wq(ç(SOn)) £ Hq(BSOn; Z2). Then u>i = 0 and

H*(BSOn; Z2) = Z2[w2) w3l..., wn).

THEOREM 1.4.   There are unique classes cq = cq(Un) £ H2q(BUn; Z) such that

i*Cq(Un) = cq(Un-i), q <n, and cn(Un) = Xn(Un).

Furthermore

H*(BUn;Z) = Z[ci,C2,...,cn],

under the Whitney sum map BUm X BUn -* BUn-\-m,

cq-*22Ci®Cq-i

and pcq(Un) = w2g(ç(Un)).

THEOREM 1.5. Let pq = (—l)qC2q(e(SOn) (8) G) G H49(BSOn; Z) where

i(SOn) ® G denotes the complexification ofç(SOn). Then H*(BSOn; Z) = Hn/7n
where

Un = Z\pi,... ,p[fn_i)/2],Xn,6(W2i1W2i3- ■ ̂2^)10 < ii < ••• < ii < [(n —1)/2]]

and J„ is the ideal generated by the relations: 26(w2it-■ •ty2»1) = 0, Xn = 6w2k if

n = 2k -\- 1, and, if for I = {tlf i2,..., is}, w(2I) = W2i1w2i3 ■ ■ -w2i, and p(I) =

PitPi3- ■ -Pi., then

6w(2I)Sw(2J) = ]T>u>2fc)p((J - {*}) n J)6(w(2((I - {k}) U J - (I - {k}) n /)))•
fc€/

Furthermore, p(p9) = w2q, p6 = Sq1, and ifnis even, pn/2 = Xn. Under Whitney

sum, Xn+m —► Xm 0Xn (see 1.6 for the behavior ofpq under Whitney sum).

Theorem 1.6. Let

Pq = (-l)9c2q(c(On) ®C)£ H49(BOn; Z).

Then, H*(BOn; Z) = Rn/In where

kn = Z\pi ,.. .,P[n/2],S{w{W2il" -t^i,)!« = 0 or 1, 0 < *'i < • • • < *'i < [n/2]],

and In is the ideal generated by the relations: 26(w\ w2i,..., u»2»,) = 0, 6(wiwn) = 0

and (6wn)2 = pn/2^vJi, ifnis even. Also, if for I = {e/2,ii,...,ia}, w(2I) =

w\V)2ii'"w2i. and PCO =s= {6u>i)tPii'"Pi.i then 1n contains relations for

6w(2I)6w(2J) given by the formulas in 1.5.
Furthermore p(pq) = w2q, p6 = Sq1 and under Whitney sum, pq —> ̂ f2q—j®rj

where r2a = ps and r2a+i = (cñu2s)2 + pscñ¿>i.

2. Proofs. We prove 1.2-1.6 by induction on n. For the inductive step we use the

following exact sequence; H*(BGn) denotes cohomology with Z2 coefficients when

Gn = On and Z coefficients otherwise.

- H^BGn-if-^H^BG^BGn-i^H^BGn^H^BGn-i) -
(2.1) 8UV«      2s*

Hq~n(BGn) ^UXn

The map UVn is an isomorphism by the Thom isomorphism theorem.
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For n = 0, BGn is a point and 1.2-1.6 are trivial. Suppose 1.2-1.6 are true for

n—1.

PROOF OF 1.2. Hq~n(BOn) — 0 for q < n and hence t* : Hq(BOn) «

Hq(BOn—i) for ç < n. Hence there are unique classes u>9 G Hq(BOn) such

that z*tü9 = wq, q < n, and tu„ is defined to be X„. Since H*(BOn—i) =

Z2IW1,... ,wn—1], *'* is an epimorphism and thus UX„ is a monomorphism.

Induction q now shows that H*(BOn) = Z2[wi,..., iu„]. Under the bundle map,

ç;„_i X H -♦ ?„, the Thom class Vn £ Hn(BOn,BOn-i) goes into Vn-i <g) Í7 G

Hn((SO„_i,BO„_2) X (Ä,ß — 0)), where [/ G HX(R,R — 0) is the generator.

Thus for » < n, Sqi V„ goes into Sq1 K-i <g> ̂ = WiVn-i (g> t/. Hence Sq' Vn =

w» (J Vn- For i = n, Sqn Vn = Vn = (»*Vn)Vn = wnVn. From commutativity of

the diagram

BOm X BOn—m—l       -►     BOn—l

I i
•BOm X BOn—m —*        BOn

wq £ Hq(BOn), q < n, goes into ^ ^g—p <8> Wp- Under the Whitney sum map, at

the Thom space level, V„ -* Vm (g) V„_m and hence wn = Xn —> wm (g) wn—m.

PROOF OF 1.3. For n = 1, wx = 0 G Hl(BSOi) = H^pt). The inductive step

is the same as the inductive step above that shows H*(BO) = Z2[wi,...,wn].

PROOF OF 1.4. The proof is the same as for 1.2. As part of the induction

one proves that p(cq) = w2q from the fact that pV(Un) is the Thom class with Z2

coefficients of c(Un) as a real 2n bundle.

PROOF OF 1.5. The following is an immediate consequence of the exact sequence

2.1.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose H*(X; Z) has the property that if u £ H*(X; Z) and

ku = 0 for some k, then 2u = 0. Then for v £ H*(X; Z2), 6v = 0 if and only

if Sq1*; = 0 (Sq1 = p6). Furthermore, ifTC H*(X;Z) is the torsion subgroup,
T = 6H*(X; Z2) and p\T: T -» H*(X; Z2) is an injection.

We next show that p(pi) = w2{.

o{Pi) = P(c2i((n <g> G)) = WAi{Cn (g) G)

= w4i(2çn) = w22i(cn).

In the following, H*(BSOn) = H*(BSOn;Z). The generators of £„, p1( p2,

etc., denote elements in H*(BSOn) and hence define a map 9: Hn -* H (BSOn).

We show that p0(ln) = 0.

(Sq1 w2k)Vn = Sq1 (w2kVn) + w^Sq1 Vn = Sq1 Sq2fc V^

= Sq2fc+1 Vn = W2k+iVn.

Hence Sq1 w2k = w2k+i- Thus pX2fc-|-i = w2k+i = p6w2k-

The fact that 06 takes the relations for 6w(2I)6(w(2 J)) to zero follows by induc-

tion on the length of I and the following identities:

Sq1 X Sq^YZ) + Sq^XY) Sq1 Z + Sq\XZ) Sq1 Y = 0,

PiSq'X^Sq^Xw2,).

Now suppose n is even. Note ~JZn/~Tn = (X„_i/7n—i)[Xn]. By inductive

hypothesis, i*6 and hence i*: H*(BSOn) -» H*(BSOn—i) is an epimorhpism.
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Therefore we have an exact sequence:

ux **
(2.3) 0 -» Hq-n(BSOn) SHq(BSOn)-+H9(BSOn-i) — 0

Induction on q shows that 9 is an epimorphism. We wish to show that H*(BSOn)

satisfies 2.2, that is, its torsion is a Z2 vector space. Since 26 = 0, we must show

that the subalgebra generated by {p¿,X„} has no torsion. This follows from 2.3

and induction on q, that is, such a torsion element must be zero in H*(BSOn—i)

and hence divisible by Xn. Lemma 2.2 and p9ln = 0 yield 0ln = 0.
The sequence 2.3 and induction on q now show that Xn/T„ = H*(BSOn).

The relation X2 = p„/2 is obtained by tracing X(S02n) around the diagram

BSOn -»•      BUn

I i
BSOn X BSOn    -   BS02n

(the sign choice, pq = (—l)9c2, comes into play).

Now suppose n is odd. As we saw above, pX„ = pëwn—i and hence X„ =

6wn-i + 2u, u £ Hn~l(BSOn).

2XnVn = 2V2n = 0.

Hence 2Xn = 0 and Au = 0. But Hn~1(BSOn) « Hn~1(BSOn-i) and hence

2u sas 0. Therefore X„ = 6wn—i.

Let 9: Hn -* H*(BSOn) as above. We show that image (i*9) = kernel6* =

image i* and hence, by induction on q in the exact sequence 2.1, that 9 is an

epimorphism.

Since 2Xn = 0, 2Vn G imagée)*. The only elements in Hn~1(BSOn-i) not in

the image of i*9 are multiples of Xn_i. Hence 5*X„_i = 2Vn. Any element of

H*(BSOn-i) has the form u = i*9ui + (i*9(u2))Xn-i. 6*u = 9(u2)6*Xn-i =

29(u2)Vn. Therefore 6*u = 0 if and only if 2i*9(u2) = 0. Suppose 6'u = 0.

Then u2 can be chosen to be a sum of terms each having a factor 6(w2i1- ■ •ui2il),

2ii < n — 3,
6(w2i1- ■ •w2i,)Xn-i = 6(w2i1-- •ty2»1pX„_i)

= 6(w2il-■-w2ilwn-i)

£ image i* 9

Hence u £ image i*. This completes the proof that 9 is an epimorphism.

Note the free part of Xn/7n, the subalgebra generated the p¿, injects into

H*(BSOn—i) and the torsion part consists of elements of order two.    Hence

H*(BSOn) satisfies 2.2 and as above 9(1n) = 0.

It follows from 2.2 and 2.4 that to show that 9 is an isomorphism, it is sufficient

to show that p9 induces an isomorphism from the torsion of JZn/~Tn onto

Sq1 H*(BSOn; Z2). Note:

H*(BSOn; Za) = Z2[w2i,Sq1 w2j\2i, 2j + 1 < n].

If fc = (fci.fcn)let

wk = J[wk?Jl(6w2j)k>*+\

z" = n VT J[{6vJ2j)kai+1 ¿(II w2i)   where k2i = 2m¿ + e¿,
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e¿ = 0 or 1. Then o9(zk) = Sq1 wk. Let U be the set of k with A;2¿ odd for some

i and, if io is the largest i with fc2i odd, then Aty+i = 0 for j > i0. One easily

checks that zk, k £ U, span the torsion of Hn/1n (^2Sv>(2{I — i))Sw2i = 0).
Also Sq1 wk, k£U, span Sq1 H*(BSOn; Z2). If k £ U and t0 is as above, let fc =
k -f- (0,..., —1,1,0,..., 0) where —1 is in the t0 place. Note that k determines k.

Then for k £ U, Sq1 wk = wfc modulo the subspace spanned by monomials wk,

k<£U. Hence p9(zk), k£U,is& basis for Sq1 H*(BSOn; Z2). Therefore 9 is an

isomorphism.

PROOF OF 1.6. We first prove

Lemma 2.4. H*(BOn; Z) = Z\pi,... ,P[„/2]] 0 T where T isaZ2 vector space.

PROOF. Suppose n is odd. Let p: BSOn -* BOn be the covering map and let

/: BOn -» BOi correspond to u>i (SOi = K(Z2,1)). Since n is odd, çn (g /"ft

is orientable. Let g: BOn -*■ BSOn classify f„ (g) /"ft. Since ç/p is homotopic to

the identity, ç;. : n(BOn) « 7r¿(.BSO„), ¿ > 1. Also /. : iri(BOn) « *\(BOi).
Therefore g X f: BOn —► BSOn X BOi is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore

p*: H*(BOn;F) « H'(BSOn;F) « F[pi,. • • ,P[n/2]]

for any field not of characteristic two.

H*(BOn; Z) « H*(BSOn X BOi;Z) « H*(BSOn;H*(BOi; Z)).

H9(BOi\Z) is Z when g = 0 and Z2 or 0 otherwise. Since the torsion of

H*(BSOn) is a Z2 vector space, the same is true of H*(BOn; Z). Lemma 2.4, for

n odd now follows.
Suppose n is even. Let Vn+i £ Hn+1(BOn+i,BOn;Zt) be the Thom class

where Z* denotes twisted integer coefficients. The Thom isomorphism yields an

exact sequence:

-H*(BOn+1;Z*)    U*A+1    H*(BOn+i;Z)    $   H*(BOn,Z)-+

(2.5) \P 1

H*(BOn+i;Z2)      U^+1    H*(BOn+i;Z2)

The map p is isomorphic to

H^BSOn+ilH^BOiiZ^H&SOn+ilH^BOi; Z2))

and p: H*(BOi;Z*) -*■ H*(BOx;Z2) is an injection. Hence p and L)Xn+i in 2.5

are injections and therefore i* is an epimorphism with kernel a Z2 vector space.

This yields 2.4 for n even.

Let 9: Rn -> H*(BOn) be as before. As in the proof of 1.5, p9(In) = 0 and

hence 9(In) = 0. Also the same method used in 1.5, n odd, proves that 9: Zn/In —>

H*(BOn) is an isomorphism.

Finally we determine how the p¿'s behave under Whitney sum. The com-

plexification of the sum of two bundles is the sum of the complexifications. Hence

we have a commutative diagram:

BOmXBOn^    BOn+m

I i
BUm X BUn -►    BUn+m
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Thus

Pi = (-iyC2i(Çn+m (g C) - (-1)* £ C2i-j((m (g G) (g Cj(cn (g G)

and we must show that

C2s+l(?n <g G) = (6w2s)2 + PsSWi-

Let r = c2s+i(c:„ <g G).   Since 21î4a+2(SO„) = 0, 2r = 0.   Thus by 2.2 it is

sufficient to obtain the above formula with coefficients reduced mod two.

pr = W4j+2(ç;„ (g G) = tÜ4*+2(2<:n) = W2s+l(in)2,

p((SvJ2a)2 + ps6wi) = (Sq1 w2a)2 + w\aw\

= (VJ2S+1 + VJiW2s)2 + Vj\aw\ = w\a+í.

This completes the proof of 1.6.
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